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Law rewe& i t s ey  as smething seg-contratEictow, OR the one it 
chims to  be somethbg e s s e n t d y  good or rzobk: it b the kt0 that saws  
the cities and everything eke .  h, the other h a d ,  the law pre$ers,i.s itself 
as the c o m o n  op'azioaz or d e ~ s i o n  of the city, i e . ,  of the m.u&tifw$e of 
citizens. As  such it is by no m e w  e s s e . n t ~ i g  good or noblee It 7aay ?)e?y 
wekl be the w o ~ k  of folly a d  bageness. There ,is certaiipidy no .i-emwra to 
erssume that the m k e m  of h w s  are as a mle wiser tbaa "go'ar. and P"$ 
why, then, 8houM "gou and P" submit to the& decisions? The mere jacd 
that the  s m e  laws which were sokmnky e w t e d  by  the city are repeded 
by the same city w'th e g d  eokrn~iaity woved seem to show the do?~bt&iP 
charmter of the wbdom that went into their making. The questio??,, 
then, is  whether the claim of the law to be something good or noble can 
be simply dismissed dldi dtogether unfouazded or whether it eontais aa 
ebment  of truth. (Leo Slrauss, Natgrd Right and Histoq,  p, BQL .) 

There is a gsoup of men and women on the political scene 
today who are generally characterked as a g o u p  which 
bdieves in a more (or less absolute adherenee to human righbs 
%rid (perhaps therefore) to  Bberty. Our purpose here will not 
be to speU out the meaning of ""rights" or "liberty" but merely 
to b e ~ n  by a s s u ~ n g  that whatever such terms mean these 
two concepts constitute the basic political ends for this group 
of political thinkers: Those who adhere to  this position and 
who beEeve in the necessity of government (some do not) 
found their political science in the concept of a, "Emmited gov- 
ernment", It is with this psfitical s c i e ~ c e  that we shall pses- 
eatly be concerned. 

In t h e  following consideration we shall seek t o  indicate 
reasons for the following t v ~ s  positbsns: 
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I. That a p~sition which dictates absolute adherence to human rights, 
liberty, and limited gover~nment is rnot inherently committed to any par- 
ticular form of limited governmerit. A c o m ~ t m e n t  to a "'limited govern- 
ment" means a c o m ~ t m e n " c o  a government whose powers are enumer- 
ated and in which such enuaneration is corssrstxent with or seeks to secure 
human rights and which does not violate these rights. This meaning of 
government, however, does not dictate any particualr form of govern- 
ment. 

11. That it is not inconsistenad -+vith a position s e e k i ~ g  to secure con~plete 
social liberty by the mai?stenance of human rights to argue that  mela 
need, in some sense, to be governed where being governed means 
something distinct from haking an instiiulion which merely establishes 
rights, judges violations of rights, and in which the ci t iens enjoy rights. 

To my knowledge, this new p o u p  of political thinkers (some 
of whom call themselves "Eber&arians9') have never taken up a 
principled discussion of questions dictated by the nature of the 
discipline of political science This is a serious defect in their 
position, but it is probably a defect which stems from a gener- 
al confusion about the nature of government and of poEtical 
science? Thus, part of our purpose here is to  offer some indi- 
cation as to what some of the issues are which might have 
been ignored with respect to the purpose, nature and fuwc- 
tioning of government, 

In indicating reasons for the validity of the two positions 
above. we shall be utiEzing a somewhat unorthodox method- 
ology. Instead of directly a r ~ i n g  for the two positions we 
shall provide a summary of a debate by a certain group of men 
who argued about government. We shall conc8ude by indieat- 
ing what in the summarized debate of these men points ts the 
validity of our two positions. The debate we shall be summar- 
izing (on some issues only) was the debate carried on by our 
Founding Fathers in the constitutional convention and with 
the Anti-federaEsts.4 Even though the debate took place in 
the past, the inkerpretation of that  debate to  be offered here is 
abstracted to such a level that one might view the issues dis- 
cussed in the debate in an a-historical way. In other words, 
the purpose of summarking the debate a t  all is to a t  least 
implicitly claim that the kinds of questions the Founding 
Fathers raised are the kinds of questions we must also raise 
when thinking about government, I believe the consitukional 
debate indicates the kind of dialectic which ought to be 
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engaged in when considering questions of the form of 
government. In our discussion below we shall assume (as is 
largely conceded) that, BBe "ie libertarians sf today, the 
prime purpose or end of those libertarians of the past (the 
Founding Fathers) was to secure rights and promote liberty: 

During the constitutioaaal debates the dialogde among the 
Founding Fathers centered around the three branches of the 
government they were designing. We shall thus begn  by dis- 
cussing some relevant issues which were raised in connection 
with each branch. 

The first branch with which we shall be concerned is the 
legislative branch. There viere basically two key questions 
which concerned the founders in this area: 1.) how democratic 
should the legislature be, and 2.) as a corouary, what should 
the mode of represenbation be like. 

Numerous views were expressed on both of these points. 
James Wgson. for example. takes a general position which is 
indicative of the kind of view a large state representative 
might have and which is also indicative sf a more democratic 
bias as  opposed to  a more aristocratic position. Wason makes 
these three points: 1.) at  least part of the l e ~ s l a t u r e  should be 
immediately gounded in the people, 2.) government ought to 
rise t o  a fairly high peak, and 3,)  popular election is the best 
way to reduce the influence of the states? The small states, of 
course, Jvere for havhg the states determine who the repre- 
sentatives were and in such a manner that the large states 
would not have an advantage over them. Thus the Vhgnia 
Plan, which opted for proportional representation, was being 
combatted by small states who recognhed that this form of 
representation would ,give the large states a majority in 
C o n ~ e s s .  

Yet the issue which concerns us here is not the large state/ 
small state controversy as suck but rather the meaning behind 
the various forms of representation. The Vir@nia Plan, for 
example, proposed two houses the first sf which was to be 
elected by the people and the second to be elected by the first. 
Those who wanted the first house elected by the people felt it 
was necessary nn order t s  give the government durabaity. 
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Without concurrence in and respect for gove~nment by the  
people, dnasabgity could not be maintained? On the other 
hand, there were those like Gerry who feared the excesses of 
democracy and thought the people easdy duped by ""pretended 
patriots"? More aristocratic measures were thus needed. 
There were still others who felt that a t  least the Iower house 
should be very close and representative of the whole people. 
Despite these differences, most eventuahly did a p e e  that  the  
first house should be popularly elected. The house of repre- 
sentatives, the, became a Iargefy democratic body, 1.) for 
reasons of durability, and 2.) because it was felt that the  
government's purpose was to serve the people. The Founding 
Fathers felt that the people must certainly have some assur- 
ance that their rights and liberty will not be abused by those 
in power which could only be secured by a democratic branch 
of the legislature. 

Yet: the debate over how democratic the house should be 
continued when the question of tenure of the office holder was 
taken up. Some felt that the term should be only one year and 
reasoned that if this were not the case then the representatives 
would be too far removed from the people. Bthers wanted 
longer terms because they feared that if the representad-ivas 
were too close to the poeple they would be subject t o  the 
passions of the people and lose their ability for detached and 
objective judgement? Without detachment of some sort the 
mere will of the people could be exerted eo the detriment sf 
the country and ultimately to liberty itself. A two year term 
was finally settled upon as a mean between these two views 
and in order to incorporate the validity of both views. 

The debate over the extent to which democratic principle 
should be employed became particularly acute with respect t o  
the senate. Randolph felt that the senate must be exempt 
from the "passionate proceedings to which numerous assem- 
blies are liable". He sums up his position by saying: 

. . .The general object was to provide a cure for the evils under whieh 
the U.S. labored; that in tracing these evils to their origins every man 
had found it in the turbulence and follies of democracy: that some cheek 
therefore was to be sought against this tendency of our Governments; 
and that a gmd Senate seemed most &elg to answer the purpose." 

But Randolph's plan (the Vkginia Plan) called for having the 
senate ejected by the house. As such it xvas recognhed by 
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Mason and Sherman that this second branch would be depend- 
ent on the first and thus no real check a t  all." It is clear from 
reading the debates that whde there were disapeements as to 
how t o  secure the senate's independence, most did a p e e  that  
the senate should be a body which would check the excesses of 
democracy. 

Checking the excesses of democracy was not merely a mat- 
ter  of rnslking the senate an independent body but also the 
Founding Fathers were concerned with the kind of men that 
were to  compose the senate. There were roughliy two views on 
this matter which might be termed the Madisonian view and 
the Aristocratic view. The latter view hald that in order to 
check the excesses of demoesacy (spec8ically with regard to  a 
violation of property rights by the poor) what was needed in 
the senate were men of merit and property because such men 
would have an inherent interest in checking the popular pas- 
sion of envy, The way ts secure this would be by long terms 
and election of senators by other than popular means, i.e., 
m e m s  likely to assure that s~zch men would get in office. The 
Madisonian view is somewhat different:' Madison a r p e s  that 
as t h e  country grows there will be competition for Bmited 
resources and thereby factions, The problem of republican 
government is that the poor can rather easily gain pofitical 
power and with a majority use it to  thwart rights (again pri- 
mar2y property rights). Madison's solution was basically to 
utilize large districts rather than small, all of which would be 
interrelated by a universally applicable system of law. This 
was Madison's notion of an "extended republic" which gener- 
ally was in con-c~ast t o  the more or less locaBsti6: attitudes of 
the time. In the case of the Rouse, large districts would insure 
that representatives would be elected who are not the pawns 
of special interests or causes. This would be so because a large 
district is unl&ely tto contain a special i n t e r e s h r  view and 
that such a district will. contain a crsss-section of status and 
belief. In the case of the senate, an extended republic would 
insure that whether the senators were elected by the national 
or s ta te  legislatures the outcome is likely to  be that men of 
meriL property, and reputation would be chosen. Only such 
men have the means and ability to distinguish themselves to a. 
point where they are likely to be considered for senatorial 
pros it ion^.'^ It should be noted, however, that Madison also 
recognkes the vaBdity of some aspects of the Aristocratic 
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position but asserts that we cannot d e p e d  upon a searpch for 
vktuoeas men per se. 

In -&is very brief diseussion we have seen that the deba,ees 
over the IegPisliative branch concerned finding a way in ~ i h i c h  
the best elements of democracy could be instHtaated while at 
the same time checking the defects of democracy. As Wilson's 
second point indicates, it was felt that by raising government 
to ""peaks" the best checks against the excesses of democracy 
eould be estabfished. 

Generally the Founding Fathers saw the need for an execu- 
tive to  be threefold: Ljto have some focal point of ieesponsiba- 
ity in executing the laws, 2.) to have a leader of the people, 
and 3.) to have a symbol of the nation parlieularly with respect 
to foreign pcs~ers.~?t was also Pelt by many of the founders 
tha"ithe executive must be a strong one for two reasons, 1, j in 
a large republic execution of the laws means that the execu- 
tive's influence and abi%ity to  command respect requkes a 
good deal of power, and 2 . )  no foreigrl nation will respect the 
word or office of a nation which does not have a elearly recog- 
nkable and iauthgsrative leader (Banl-xailton emphasized this 
position the most). 

The first concern Q$ the F e u n d i ~ g  Fathers was to consider 
whether an executive was consistent with the ""gnius of the 
peopleys, brat this question did no"Ldetain them Bong. The basic 
issue of the debate consisted in answering the question of how 
close or far away should the executive be from monarchy, 
Some, such as Sherman, felt that %he executive should do no 
more than carry out the will of the people as expressed by the 
l e ~ s l a t u r e .  Others, like Hamaton, wanted a very strong and 
independent executive. Most sf the Founding Fathers fell 
somewhere in between the Hamgton and Sherman position 
though leaned more to  the Barnilton side. Yet all feared to 
some extent the possibifity that the office of the executive 
might be a vehicle to  tyrany. Thus Randolph, for example, 
proposed having a three man executive. However, it was also 
felt that unity in the executive was necessary for efficiency 
and responsibility, A three maw executive would be subject to 
disputes and disharmoni5and was therefore rejected. Most of 
the discussion on the executive, though, did not center around 
these questions. Instead, the debates centered around the 
mode of election of the executive. 

In order to secure the right kired of exerdtive, i,e., a man oE 
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merit capable of gaining the confidence of the people, it was 
felt that  the mode of election was important. Some a r g e d  
that state legislatures should choose the executive while other 
felt that  the national legistlaeure (either house or senate) 
should do so, Eventually these views were rejected on the 
g ~ o u n d s  that the executive must be a separate branch and not 
dependent on any other or the states. Another alternative, 
proposed by Wilson, was to have the executive elected by the 
people. Yet some argued with Gerry that, ""Le people are 
uninformed, and would be misled by a few designing men'?' 
The kind of man needed as a leader of the country was a man 
of the  best quality, The people are likely to elect a man who 
appeals to their passions or are likely to  pick the wrong man 
because of their inabiHn'ty to secure adequate or complete 
information, Moreover, i t  was felt that  the executive must be 
free from all political obligations in order that his in tepi ty  be 
assured. None of the methods thus far could really assure this 
last point. 

The above account points to two essential problems the 
founders mere faced with: I.) since the executive was to be a 
leader of the people and needed their confidence, his election 
must in some way be tied to  the people, and 2.) but in order to 
assure in tea i ty  in the office of the executive that office must 
be free from the promotion of demagoguery and the dispensing 
oh" political favors stemming from pohtical obEgations, The 
final solution to these problems was the electoral college." We 
cannot go into a%% the eompHexities of the electoral college 
here. We can, however, point out the following: since each 
state was independently in charge of selecting the electors to 
the college, the Founding Fathers brought the executive close 
to the  people without sacrificing the intep-sity of the office. 
Moreover, by having the electoral college convene only for the 
purpose of electing the president and by not allowing the 
electors to be political office holders, the presidency was 
virtually free of psfitical obligations, And furthermore, by 
relying on electors rather than the people themselves, it was 
more likely that men of character would be put in office. In 
short, the Founding Fathers wanted the institutional symbol 
of America to be as unsoiled as possible. 

There was one other major matter the founders considered 
in their  debate over the executive --  the matter of in some 
sense cornbizling the executive and judiciary:8Ba8ance of pow- 
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er  was a key corncern here as was competent law making. 
Mtidissn felt that the executive was naturdky weak in a 
r e p ~ b l i ~ ,  Indeed, it is almost impossible to make another 
branchor combination of won-legslative branches as powerful 
(and therefore a fuU check to) the le~slatarre. Moreover, 
Madison thought that by using the judiciary as a kind of 
council the wisdom of the judges would insure good laws and 
add weight rend respectibaity to the executive. Separdion 
would be ma,intained, according to Madison, by enumerating 
exactly how the executive m d  judiciary would come together. 
The: opponents of this proposal, such as Gerry and Martin, 
argued that, 1.) to expand "ie executive with the judiciary 
wocld only weaken judicial stren@h and reputation, 2,) it 
seemed to  Gerry and Martin that whaal. Madison wanted (i.e., 
competent law making) could be best accomplished by 
separation, and 3.) there is saga necessary reason to  belleve 
that the judge's wisdosz?, is any g e a t e r  than the le@slature9s. 
Martin SCHIS this up welg when he states: 

A howledge of manEnd .cannot be presumed to belong in a hkhe?~  
degree to the Jlrdgps than to the Ledslstnre. As to the ConstitutionaEty 
of laws, that point will coaa~e before Judges in their proper official chas- 
actel-, In this character they; have a negative on: the laws. Join them with 
the Executive in the Revision and they will, have s doubHe negative. It is 
gecessary that the Supreme Judiciary should have the confidence of the 
people, This wLLt amn be lost, if they are employed in the task of remon- 
strzt;sig against poprrlar measurss of the Leg~la tu re . '~  

As it turs~ed out, the basic MartiniGerry view was upheld, 
and El seems to me fortunate that it was. The impartidity and 
objectivity of the judges would have been much harder to 
secure if h1adison9s position bad beeat estabEshed. Gerry was 
right) it seems to  me, to fear the making of "udges into states- 
men' Furthermore, as Strong puts it, '%he power of making 
ought to be kept distinct from that of expounding. the  laws, 
No naaxim was better established. The Judges in exercising 
the function of wpositors might be influenced by the par$ they 
had taken, in framing the 

Other than the preceeding questions concerning the judges, 
&he Founding Fathers spent little time on the Supreme Court 
relatisre to  the time spent on the other bran~hes .~ '  Yet  the 
Supreme Court remains on of the most fascinating and impor- 
Laat branches of the United States government. As such, 
some aceeunt of ~t must be dlrew, ha this connection 1 espee- 
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iaUy 1ik.e Eidelberg's interpretation '* and that which follows 
\ d l  be an exposition of some of Eidelberg's 

As we learned in part from the above, the Founding Fathers 
finally estabfished that there must be a distinction between 
those who make the laws and those who judge them, i.e., 
those who ~nake  laws ought not to be the final judge of their 
constieationality, i4nothe~ distinction also arises in this con- 
text  and that is the dist%nction b e h e e n  rejection of laws 
because of their ccowstita-ztionality and rejection because the 
laws are unwise. Since the first distinction above was main- 
tained, the former part sf this last diskkction was generally 
sought. Despite this, it is unEkely, according to Eidelberg, 
that  a plainly unjust law would be ineri~uted because the 
Goua-t would interpret the constitutio~a in a way which would 
reject the unjust law. 

If the judiciary is not combined w i ~ h  the executive, it will be 
more difffcult for judges to stop the operation of improper 
Haws- Moreover, separation from the executive meant that the 
court would be reHata.-.ely the weakest branch of government, 

a . . *  fFL."- - , . - -A d-L + 4-L, ,,,.,+ ,,7r\r.lra -A+ nunwnsort q m - n  n a ~ ~ ~ n r i ; ~  
1 8 1 J 5  I I L E ~ I E ~  b i l a ~  e l la  LUUA c w uusu i r v b  GAGA us= j u d l b a s l l  i tz v ;p. vv 

:'v'ithoui, seE-restraint, for a constant exercise of judicial 
revie117 would initiate the wrath of the other branches and/or 
make eacMecision lhe court rendered that much less force- 
ful and significant, Thus, by maksng the court a fully separate 
branch of government, the orientation sf the court shifted 
fram an emphasis on the exereixe of its wiU to the exercise of 
its 24dgemea;;t. In other words, the court was meant to be a 
body concerned with proper judgement rmore thara anything 
e k e ,  

The Constitution was to be considered the supreme law of 
the brad, i.e,, the fundamental law or the law of last resort. 
Each time the CouA expounds the Constitution it confirms the 
permanent nature of this law and invites us do consider the 
founder's inten&ions." Yet how can any p o u p  of men be 
entrusted with the job of reviewing the  laws? The basic 
answer is that the Court has no material power and thus no 
immediate interests. A decision one way or another on a case 
is not likely "c increase their personal fortune nor give the 
judges any  ore actual power than has been enumerated to 
them. To preserve the Constitution as a permanent body of 
law i s  the only theoretical justgication for investing the judges 
with permanent tenure. Moreover, the permanency of the 
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law, I.) is not likely to promote judges who want radical 
changes, and 2.) is likely to  promote an attitude in the judges 
which is concerned for the pubfic interest, i.e., that which 
fully reflects the truth about the nature of the good for society 
(as fundamentally dictated by the Constitution) and a 
discerned judgement as to whether a law maintains that good. 

If it seems to some (as myself) that the present Court (or 
recent history of it) has not lived up to these ideals then this 
may be attributed to the fact that the Court is often involved 
in what Eidelberg calls ""ceative interpretation7". This inter- 
pretive power is that which most fully influences our Eves for 
better or worse. Yet if one's position toward the Court is that  
the Court has presently eased its interpretive power t o  the 
detriment of society, then I would suggest that one look to  
more cultural infl~~ences (re.$., phdosophy, or the terms of 
dominant ideolog.ies, etc.) than to the removal of the Court's 
interpretive ability as the corrective measure. Even if i t  were 
possible to completely stamp out ""creative interpretation"', 
which it is not, it would not be desirable to  do so. The Court 
must be permitted to have enough flexibibty to deal sffective- 
By with changing implications of rights and so~ial  cbcum- 
stancesOz5 Without this interpretive abgity the CouI-t would 
soon degenerate into an archaic body. 

In short, my vision of the judicial branch is one which views 
this branch as the main protectorate of objectivity, I t  is t rue  
that this objectivity is more of a legal than a ph2osophic 
nature, but in a world without the philospher king Pegal 
objectivity is normally that which is most desirable and neces- 
sary to  maintain. 

Our summary of the debates of the convention is now com- 
plete. In the next section we shall turn to  a brief exposition of 
the debate over the general nature of society and government 
as expressed in the debate over the rat8icatioa of the Consti- 
tution between the Anti-federdists and the FederaEsts. 

We now turn to  one of the most fascinating and important 
debates in American history -- the debate between the  Feder- 
dists  and the Anti-federalists. Despite the importance of this 
debate few people seem to  be aware of the general features of 
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the debate. Yet as Herbert Storing suggests, the Anti-feder- 
alists should also be considered as founders for two reasons: 
1, j the GederaEsits won the debate but did not simply win, and 
2.) the  C~nstitution is the basks for a continuing debate in 
American poEties and the Anti-1ederaEsts were the first par- 
ticipants in the debate, Indeed, as Storing also suggests, much 
of the iater debates m American politics were anticipated by 
the Afifi-federaHisk Moreover, one will reesgnke in what $01- 
lows that some of the present day attitudes on the nature of 
government and society were in large part enumerated by the 
Anta-federalists as were some of our present problems, 

Before presenting our summary ol the debate ;a word of 
@axtion is in order, The Anti-federalists a p e e d  on absolutely 
nothing, i.e,, there was no oae position on which all the Anti- 
federalists ~ ~ e e d , ~ " ~ r a  fact, some Anti-federaEsts even 
voted for the Coa~sti%uda;nl $.Pawever this may be, the Anti- 
federalists are generally those =en of this period who had 
strong reservations about the Constitution, Furthermore, 
there are certain points on which many or most agreed. In our 
dis-?rssioa belra.ra,~ we shall try to focus 04 these m a h  features. 

It is generally conceded that James Madison is the father of 
the American Constitution, As such, it is oRen Madison whom 
the An$%-federalists are attacking, Because of this we shall 
spend a brief mornent on Madison's general philosophy of 
government (recognizing, of course, that many Federalists 
were less moderr, more aristocratic, or more democratic than 
Madison), 
A basic maxim can be applied t o  Madison's philosophy of 

government: YepubKcan solu"iiaans for regubBican problems'. 
GeneraUy Madison sought to  construe6 sa government which 
was cognkant of the problems of republicanism but which 
solved such problems by largely repubEean measures. 

Like most of the Founding Fathers, Madison stressed a 
balanced government, Yet, unlike most, Madison" vision was 
more moderan, He a r o e d  that baianced government, as it was 
employed in Britain, could not be employed here because 
there were no well estabEshed and traditional classes in 
America, as in Britain, to balance off* Some men, such as 
Dickensors, agreed but felt that the major elements sf the 
balance should be the states. Others, Eke Hamilton and 
Adams, "Ehought that the balance should center around dicho- 
tomies which are inherent in the nature of any society, such as 
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the rich vs. the poor or ~erchanats vs. landed interests. Madl- 
son's position was neither of these; he arwed that the balance 
should be a constitutional owe, i.e,, that the branches of gov- 
ernment set up by the constitution win be balanced off against 
one another with less emphasis being paid to the balancing of 
cultural dzferences or ink ere st^.^' 

Governments which have relied on merit or ow a balancing 
of "natural" cultural differences "rave not worked well in the 
past. They have a tendency to either "heeze9' the  classes bal- 
anced (i,e., almost institutionalke the views of the particular 
classes involved such that the government becomes hopelessly 
13ivided between the classes) or to degenerate into oligarchy 
or the rule of the few or into democracy (the rule of the many). 
In both cases, human rights and liberty tend to fall by the 
side, 

Madison's great and ingenious solution to the problem of 
fked and warring classes or the problem of relying simply on 
men of merit is his notion of the "'extended repubgc9'. Madison 
believed that a number of basic repubKcan problems could be 
solved by an extended republic, In the first place, the danger 
to rights and Kberty comes not so much from the rich as fr?pnzn 
the poor. As such, the passions of the poor or many must not 
be aIkowed to SUB-face to the extent of having rights (especiagy 
property rights) abrogated, There are two basic solutions to 
this problem. The fbs% is to have a fluid, expanding, and com- 
~ e r c i a ?  s ~ i e t y  (possible on$ i~ an extended repiibhc) 
whereby the pwrer members do not actually suffer from 
need. On a more general level the question was whether 
democracy could mahtdn or secure property at all, This was a 
question because it was felt that as society p e w  and resources 
became scarce those without much property would come to 
demand that the ~ n o r i t y  (the rich) not be permitted the abso- 
lute right to keep what they haare, There were three basic 
ways to insure as maintenance of property rights: 1.1 leave suf- 
frage only to freeholdersz8 (which Madison rejected basically 
on the pounds that freeholders would considerably dwindle 
as society expanded), 2.) have one branch with property and 
the other without, and 3,) have one branch represent property 
and the other everyone. These last two seem most appeaEng 
(escpeciauy to such men as Badltsn)  but Madison remained 
highly sceptical of the ;kbiKty of working out such solutions in 
practice. His proposal was to deal in large districts. In respect 
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to this problem, large districts would promote men of means 
because it is most Bikely that in large districts only men of 
means will be enough in the public eye to  be in a position for 
office, Since men of means have an interest in remaining men 
of means it is l&eiy that they will not consent to an erosion of 
p rope~ty  rights?' 

More generally, the extended repubEc was designed to 
stem the problems which develop Rom minority vs. majority 
faction. In an extended republic the will of the minority is not 
likely t o  emerge. If it does and the minority d m s  gain control 
of the government then the minority will have to either pro- 
ceed in secrecy or by deceiving the people, for K the minority 
ruled in the open against the majority the majority would 
eventiaally rush in and reetgy the situation. Yet to  rule in 
secrecy or by deception in a large republic is not 1&ely to  be 
successft~ril in the long run basically because it would be quite 
dzficult to close off all channels sf exposure. 

The problem of the wig1 01 the majority is mueh more 
severe. If the will ofthe majority does take h d d  of the govern- 
ment i t  is dmost impossible to remove. The extended r e p u b ~ c  
notion is an attempt to  combat %he problem at  its root. In an 
extended republic, composed of an dmss t  infinite variety of 
interests and attitudes, it will be quite d3ficuBt to  get a major- 
ity t o  a p e e  on much of anything that ~nighl; threaten mholPity 
rights. In other words, an extended republic is not liIaely to 
give rise to a majority which conceives of itself as a majority. 
Thus an extended republic is not P,&ely to  foster a majority of 
men and women who are self-conscious about a. "majority 
interest" per se. 

Basically, an extended republic is designed to  de-cbss the 
ciasses, No elass, whether rich or poor, will come into govern- 
ment with a class consciousness, i.e., no governmental office 
holder will. conceive of his duty as being the promotion of his 
class interests, An extended repubfie is an attempt to  defuse 
rigidly dichotomous interests which seem to develop in most 
societies. The idea is still to promote men of merit and prop- 
erty (or whatever characteristic is weeded) but, in an 
extended repubiic, the promotion is designed t o  assure that 
(for example) the only meaning men of property will attach to 
the notion of property rights is the meaning spelled out in the 
Constitution. 

The  Anti-federalists were generauy for the notion that the 
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major part of governmel~t ought "b be carried on by the slates, 
The reason which they offered is s i ~ p l e :  ody  in small terr i-  
tories can repuBsiEcan government be sue~essfu.1~ .An extended 
republie wiZ1 nor, promote Reedom o r  respect for the laws but  
will destroy it, Sarntael Bryan in "The Letters of Tentinel"' 
sums up the view this way, 

If one general governmenf, could be instituted and maiwtshed an the 
principles of freedom, it  would not be so competent to attend to the  var- 
ious local concerns and wants, of every paP.$Pclpant district, a s  well as the  
peculiar governments, who are ameare-r the srrane, and possessed of 
superior agaeans of informatian; besides, if the business of the u ~ k a b  
union is to  be managed by one government, there -;k-ou:d be no time. Do 
we not already see, that the inzhabitaiits in a number of laager S~ates . 
are loudly eomplabhg of the inconveniences arid disadvantages they are 
subjected to on this account, ar,d that, to enjoy the eordo&s of Bma3 
government they are separating into smaller di.aisioas"?' 

Since a large or extended republie is not close to the people, 
the Anti-federalists argued that confidence in and vo%untary 
obedience to the laws could not be maintained. And since a 
large republic cannot secure voluntary obedience to the law 
because people aye not close to it, freedom will be destroyed 
because a p e a t  deal of compuksion ~ ~ 2 1  be needed to enforce 
the laws. The Anti-federafists saw that  the Constitution would 
develop a huge burear~ncratie machine in order to enforce these 
laws. Moreover, the Anha-federaEsts fele that the only wap to 
secure law enforcement was; by utilizing e large maitary force 
(which is one reason they feared a standing army). As Richard 
Henry Lee put it: 

There is more reason to believe, that the genera: government, far re- 
moved froara the people. . will be forgot and neglected, and its laws in 
many eases disregarded, unless a mul"eitude of officers and miiitsry force 
be eontinrlously kept in view, and employed to enforce the execution of 
the laws, and to make government feared and respec.tedS3' 

The Anti-federagists thought that almost any %arm of 
representation was aristocratic and should be avoided. Their 
position was that the le@s!ative body shonHd merely reflect 
the people. On the lather hand, the Anti-fedeaEsts never had a 
satisfactory response to  the question 0% why there should be  
representatives at  all since no representative body Iosks ex- 
actly like the people. The reply to this was that the represent- 
ative body instituhed by the Constitution was much too aristo- 
cratic eaieaz sanding that so~x~rae representation was needed, 
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Their solution was to make sure that the representative body 
contained enough middling type or mediocraties in order to 
mitigate aristocracy. They also felt that a frequent and contin- 
ual rotation of office holders was necessary in order to insure 
that  the representatives returned frequently to their loca1ities 
so that they did not become too far removed from the people. 

Basically the Anti-federalists thought that the law and the 
wgl of the people should be pretty close to the same thing. If 
the  people and the law do not get along then there will be an 
end to  free government. The Anti-federafists saw the people 
as public spirited, homogeneous, and sehE-restraining. Any 
attempt to enlarge the republic would undermine thew basic 
political virtues, But the Federafists had two rejoinders to 
this, 1.) we cannot rely on the virtues and good morals of the 
people or the officials (supposing there are these vktues) to 
make government work, and 2.) the kind of continuous popu- 
lar consent the Anti-federalists wanted was dangerous. Pspu- 
lar eonset is a  eat exertion and should be refied upon only 
infrequently - -  an inflamed public was not a tranquiJ. one, 
'Moreover, the passage of time x~ould insure the \~enera.e,ion of 
the  laws, though the Aeti-federalists doubted this would 
happen. The Federalists also arced that what the people 
reaBly wanted was an effective protection of their rights and 
not necessarily a government which is close to the people. The 
Anti-federalists might respond to  this view by saying (as 
implied before) that even if it were p a n t e d  that the Constitu- 
tion ""more effectively" protects rights, what is required for 
this protection is far from the best mode of securing a free 
society, A free society is one where men obey the law more or 
less voluntarily. Thus even if the Federafists could protect all 
rights effectively, the pofice force needed to do this would be 
so large that, 1.) the danger to freedom would be p e a t ,  and 
2.) people would actually be unfree, even though their rights 
were protected, because they would only be obeying the law 
out of fear and not consent. 

The Federalist position was that there must be enough 
power in government to  insure that the ends government was 
set up to secure were actually secured. Thus it is somewhat 
mistaken to  say that the Federafists were for a limited govern- 
ment in the sense of Emited powers, Actually the Federalists 
!at least Madison) were not for limiting the powers of govern- 
ment at all; they were only for bianiting the ends of govern- 
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merit, According t o  the Federalists, to h a i t  powers in a con- 
stitution is, in effeci,, to put a limit on the abdity to secure 
proper ends which in practice means that sgch ends will not be 
secured at all, The Anti-federalists elaim, however, that asaxe 
should always g~aak  power [or the ppossibiEty of power) cau- 
tiously, that the Constitution p a n t s  too much power, and that  
it is better to u a n $  more power if needed than to set  up 
initially a system whereby power can be easily increased. If 
the Anti-federafists had a nlaxlm it would be something like, 
"'keep government as poor as possible9'. In their esys, the big 
problem with the Constitution was that it IaUs between simple 
and complex gsvemment (Ii'ke Britain) and thus is neither 
Since the Constitution has no genuine or natural balancing 
(only osonsti%utionai balancing) and since it $.is not a simple gov- 
ernment, the Constitution utilkes the worst of both the sin~ple 
and complex worlds--there was no genuine responsibiKty and 
no genuine mixture. %",s always easier to  grant goirerame~t 
more powers if need be than t,,o take palweirs away. 

The An"&-federalists had twa other basic worries. The first 
was that they felt the Constitution was: founded solely on the 
pursuit of sell-interest. Such a principle could not serve as the  
foundation for a government, for it wouid lead or degenerate 
into luxury, licentiousness, and thereby a bck of concern for 
vhtue by the citizens, This ties into their sseond worry. i.e,, 
the worry that the Constitution provides no means fm civic 
education or character formation, A t  Beast in a small repubEc 
the community could oversee what its members were doing 
and thereby keep them in line with what is right and good. An 
extended republie cannot do this. 

Our examination of this debate has been all too brief, but we 
must move on. It is hoped that the reader will catch st least a 
gEmgse as to the importance of the above debate and how it in 
many ways still applies to today. While we h 8 ~ 8  not covered 
a13 "te issues here je,g., ta~a"bion),~~suffiee it to say that in 
many important u7ays the debate stiU rages, Only by 
attempting to eom1e to p ips  with the debate will we be able t o  
come to  grips with many of olar own present prlrabiiems. 

We have spent a good deal of time in the lasx two sections on 
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sumnnarizing s0ig7be important features of the two related de- 
bates. Now we come to the questions of, '%.sshy was al]. that 
important?" As stated in the beginning of this paper, we shaU 
t r y  t o  brieay answer this question by indicating how the fore- 
going discussion appfies to the two points with which we 
began. 

The first of the two points stated ""tat a. position which die- 
eates absolute adherence to  human rights, liberty, and Emited 
government is not inherently eonmitted to any partkcu3ar 
form of limited government", If this view i s  correct, then owe 
could properly opt for h G t e d  monarchy as the best means by 
whieh to form a government, However, the position stated 
above (i.e., the rights and liberty position) normaUy associates 
itself with a democratic or republican regime, The argmernt 
against limited rnonal-chy by such people is basically of the 
type that a monarchy, I.) is very 1QeSy to secure for itself too 
much power* and 2.) that the very 3a"cu. of a monarchy is 
cwdnter to the notion stated in the Declasatior; of X~depen- 
denee that 'an men are created equal'. 1 am not certain that 
monarchy is n e e e s s a ~ l y  opposed to  the principle stated in the 
Declaration of Independence. However this may be, our coa- 
cern here is not with the second more theoreticai. point but 
rather with the first, 

To argoe that limited monarch is xnost fikely to abuse 
power is to emerge from questions on what the enrls of gov- 
ernment are to how these ends should be secured. In other 
words, to argue against monarchy on more less practical 
pounds is to engage in the type of debate that the Fotanding 
Fathers engaged in, Yet to engage in this debate is to "@l some- 
what non-committed as to the particular form of governmeat, 
If our ends are the same as those of the Founding Fathers 
(rights and %i$e9-tyi then there 1s nothing in particular in the 
nature of those ends which precludes our entering into the 
same sorts of considerations as they did, In short, in rejecdr-ng 
monarchy we have said that this means monarchj wiU not or is 
not Ekely to secure the ends desked, 

The  importance of our foregoing summary sf the constitu- 
tional debates centers around the truth of the point above, 
The Founding Fa"ieers were debating about whax instihtional 
structure would best secure rights and K~er", and why. There 
are two areas 01 importance whieh must be recognized: 1.1 
much of the debate concerned nega"cive matters, i.e,, matters 
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devoted to o recognition of forms of degeneracy and the soh-  
tions for degeneration. For example, the Founding Fathers 
felt that democracy coalld degen~erate to a Bevel whereby t h e  
rights of more well off members of society would be threaten- 
ed. On the other hand, many were concerned with the degen- 
eracy of the rich whereby government would be used t o  
further the position and status of the rich, These kinds of 
concerns can, and I bekieve always will, pose problems for 
those who seek the maintenance of rights and E ~ e r t y .  To put 
it more expficitIy, to accept a rights and Ebertyr doctrine d w s  
not commit one to any position with regard to, for exampie, 
the question of whe"ier the executive and judicnary ought t o  
be combined (or whether an executive is needed at all), The  
beauty of the constitutional debates is that they offer us a first- 
class example of high level psfitical discourse and thus a 
means to judge whether those of us who hold similar ends a s  
they, have taken into account all the eompiexities associated 
with such ends. 

Our second (2) point is that it is not simply enough to 
suppose that all that is needed for the good society is to have 
proper laws on the books. The debates over the Constitution 
show that not only were the Founding Fathers concerned with 
the establishment of good laws but that they were also con- 
cerned with the question as to  what institutional structure 
was likely to secure these good laws over time. Shce these 
men had various a t t i t ~ d e s  and opinions as to what the best 
institutional form should be there is at &east a prima facie ease, 
to be made that there are a variety of plausible claims to  eon- 
sider when thinking of the best institutional form. This, thew, 
is what 1 mean when 1 say that a position which accepts the  
ends of rights and liberty is not committed ko any particular 
form of government, The Founding Fathers have indicated 
no"inly what kinds of questions might be discussed but also 
how the debates on such questions ~ g h t  proceed. 

This Beads us to the second, and less obvious, position with 
which we began, namely that it is not inconsistent with the  
right,s and liberty position to  a r w e  that men need to be gov- 
erned (where being governed means something distirmct from 
having an institeatiow which merely estabfishes r igks ,  judges 
violations of them, and has citkens who enjoy those rights). 
The Founding Fathers have indicated, and we have stated 
above, one reason for the plausibgity of this claim., i.e., that it 
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is not enough merely to  concern ourselves with putting gmd 
laws on the books--we must also be concerned with securing 
such laws over % m e ,  In this context, being governed means 
having an hstitutional apparatus which attempts to ward off 
the passions, or in more modern terms, the attitudes of men 
which might destroy or severely threaten human rights and 
Eberty. Thus ""being goversaed" does not always have to  carry 
with it the meaning that someone is "bielling someone else what 
to do". What it means is that, like the individual man who re- 
sists temptation or stops to think before he acts, some means 
for filtering the valid from the invalid objections to the present 
state of things has to be established. The term ""gvernment" 
or ""being governed" is a proper term in this context beca~ase 
not a?B men's expressions or beEefs w e  perdtteed t o  have a 
political manifestation. 

Those contemporary men and women who a r w e  for the 
rights and Eberty position seem to have made two  stakes --  
one naive and the other from ignorance, The naive mistake we 
have akeady mentioned, i.e., the mistake of supposhg that 
e L  51 ...- 
bug nriers: recoruing of good laws and the maintenance of a 
police force is enwdgh (simp?y) to insure t h a ~ i g h t s  and Eberty 
will be secured over time, This mistake stems largely from the 
second one. There seems to be a general ignorance about or 
Iack of concern for the abrogation of rights and fiberty. What 
is reeognked 6s how government threatens our rights or how 
intellectual doctrines do. Yet throughout man's poEtical his- 
tory such basic human vices as envy, p e e d ,  honor (a mere 
concern for praise), and the desire for power have had impor- 
tant  political mangestations against sights and Eberty, Some 
of these vices seem to be continuously associated with certain 
poli"ci@a% forms. For example, envy and p e e d  seem to  be the 
vices of democracy while honor and power are the vices of the 
upper classes. A political philosophy which d w s  not a t  some 
point concern itseK with such issues will not be a convincing 
and complete doctrine, 

On the positive side I am saying that the vices of any politi- 
cal r edme must be checked. If we are convinced, as the 
Founding Fathers were, that republicanism is the best form of 
government we must construct some means whereby the 
defects of this form are checked, As we have seen in our sum- 
mary of the debates, the Founding Fathers dsfered as to how 
to go about solving this $a~-obHem~ but a t  least they recognked 
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the problem as a. probleme Contemporary market anarchists 
who want law seem to have little recognition of this probtem, 
Since these people believe in no government whatsoever they 
have no real means by which to f i h r  the various poEtieal 
pressures which wiU be placed on the law. Since the pressures 
to change the law for the worse will always be present either 
the anarchists must adopt some means whereby these pres- 
sures are modsied and channeled (which means establish a 
government, i.e., an overriding institution which is more than 
a mere police force) or they must see their law collapse under 
continual revo$utisns, This latter point is likely to be the case 
because the people and the Iaw will confront owe another dir- 
ectly. Without a mediathg body (e.g,, a govenrment) the 
changes in the laws are H&eEy to be radical and therefore revo- 
lutionary since there would be no way of separating le@timate 
revisions from illigitimaee ones. If, however, some reasonable 
option for change could be provided in an anarchistic sodety, 
those changes would be founded on a merely democratic prin- 
ciple, "W'e have not only seen from our summary of the debates 
that this principle was questioned and checked by khe Fonnd- 
ing Fathers but also that such a psinciple is still open to de- 
bate. In other words, it is quite an open question as to  
whether a society founded solely on the democratic principle 
can maintain rights and Biberty over a long period of time, 

The criticisms of the preceding parapap'ln impEcitSy house 
a t  Ieast two basic questions. The first question is that did the  
decline of the free-market come as a result of the increased 
application of the democratic principle to government (e.g., 
popular election sf senators and the president) or by e,alculat- 
irig individuals in positions of power acting as individua1s"an 
other words, were changes in the law antithetical to the free- 
market the result of efforts by populist leaders and sympathi- 
zers or mainly f i e  result of power seeking barsin~essmesd and/ 
or government officia1s"aMeBlko notwithstandb~lg, the assertion 
that the present day violation of rights and liberty stems 
largely from the democratization of law is nod an implausible 
claim. If the decline did come this way then the following kind 
of general problem is raised. Since the market place is a com- 
pletely democratic phenomenon, the anarachist must show 
that since the content of law would be determined by the 
market the market would respondfi~st to "clae maintenance of 
the law rather than to  demands to change it, If this is not the 
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case and the law was initially good and the changes demanded 
were bad then how would the market sustain the good law? 
Would no& any csmpHetely market institution which could be 
pointed to as a possible filtering mechanism for the preceding 
dzficulty itself fundamentally depend on the democracy of the 
market? If so, then at least as a matter of principle, the ques- 
tion as  to the relationship between democracy and the law 
serflains. It may just be that the peoples' relationship to  the 
law and to  a commodity requke rather different sorts of insti- 
tutions, I t  would seem that this k h d  of possibgity is not open 
to the anarchists. 
There are two ways o u h f  the preceding problem. One is 
to argue that the market place is not as democratic as we have 
supposed. However, this is an unEkely alternative since free- 
market advocates have long a r e e d  that the market as a social 
mechanism is as completely responsive to demand (whatever 
those demands are) as is humanly possible. The second alter- 
native might be the generd result of the second side of our 
previoaas question ii,e., the side which claimed that the decline 
of the  market was mainly the result of power seeking individ- 
uals acting qam indivbdua1s). Here the claim would have to  be 
that democracy does nothing to threaten rights and liberty in 
"erms of altering the law in this rights and liberty threatening 
way. This must be the elaim since any admission that democra- 
ey might be detrimental t o  rights would in principle ianvolve 
the problem of the preceding parapaph. In o t h r  words, a 
non-democratic means would have to  be employed to check 
the demwratic, which means that  not every demand or erpmbi- 
nation of demands would be allowed to dbectly influence the 
law. 1 shall not arme that this second alternative is mistaken 
bart shall only say that our summary of the debates of the 
Founding Fathers gives reason Its question it. 

The secs~ld basic question is simpler but more fundamental. 
This question is the following: is the market a generic or deri- 
vative feature of social interaction. In other words, does the 
operation of the market depend on the establishment of cer- 
tain kinds of legal precepts or is the market more or less in- 
trinsically endowed with its own seK-enforcing laws such that 
once government is removed a free-market mode of socid 
interaction necessagly develops (the generic claim)? 1 believe 
that t h e  market anarchists; consider (and probably must 
consider) the market to be generic. However, this question is 
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much too complex in all its implications to go into here. VJhile 
the Founding Fathers had no fully conceptual understanding 
of the free-market, I think it is safe to  say that they would 
have held "cat the market structure is derivative, i.e., that 
the law and the market are rather different kinds of things 
and that the market would necessarily depend upon the law as 
a foundation in order for it ithe market) to operate. To say 
that the founders might have felt that the market was in some 
sense derivative is not to  say t h t  they would be right, Y a one- 
theless, whoever is right the question remains as one t o  be 
answered by both sides. 

The present day limited governmentalists are similar to the 
anarchists. They have accepted the anarchists' elaim that  the 
only proper function of ""gvernment"' is to be a defense 
agency. Thus they have ignored one important aspect of gov- 
ernment that the Foundirng Fathers were trying to teach us, 
namely, that it is not ellough mereHy to enforce rights and 
arrest violators, Ewcl~aded in a government must be some 
means for fatering or halting various claims. Our summary of 
the debates has shown the various means by which such fater-  
ing might be done. Fortunately, 1 do not beEeve that those 
who have argued for the fimited government equals defense 
agency view have necessar~y precluded this piece of wisdom 
of the other aspect of government which the Founding Fath- 
ers gave us. In other words, a t  Seast the limited governmenta- 
Eists have an apparatus whereby the other aspect of govern- 
ment can be incorporated. This is not the ease with the anar- 
chists. In more explicit terms, since there musk aBways be 
some means for amending the present body of law there 
must also be a means for trying t o  assure that the amend- 
ments are in accord with the nature of the most fundamental 
Iaw (rights). The elaborate governmental structure of the 
Founding Fathers was designed t o  insure just this point. 

To say that men must be governed in the sense of having an 
institution which weeds out various pditlcal claims is net to 
take a position which is inconsistent with the rights and 
liberty view, The reason why such a position is not baeconsist- 
e ~ t  is quite simple: to estabfish a government whereby the 
house has elections every two years, or where the serlate is 
elected by the house, or where the judiciary has no material 
power is not to violate anyone's rights, No one's rights are 
violated whether the tenure of the house be one month or fif- 
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teen years. Moreover, there i s  nothing inherent in an argtl- 
ment for a more demoeratie or aristocratic government which 
constitutes a rights violation. As such, the claim of the second 
position of this paper seems plausible. 

In this paper we have tried to indicate some reasons for con- 
sidering the two positions with which we began. We did so by 
first summarizing the debates of the constitutional convention 
2nd the Anti-federaEst/FederaIist debate. We also tried, in 
this last section, to indicate the signsicance of these debates. 
Some questions have not been touched upon, such as what 
legitimkes authority. Yet it is hoped that the foregoing dis- 
cussion has provided a means whereby serious men may sit 
down, much as the Founding Fathers did, and debate the basic 
questions, I t  must be emphasized again that we have not set 
out in this paper do prove a particular point about what the 
right form 04: government should be or even whether we 
should have a gove~nment, Instead we have tried to se"c0vb.n 
some considerations regarding where the foundations of the 
important political questions may lie. It is not enough to begin 
debatilag about what is right and wrong in political matters; 
we mus"&irst have some idea of w h e ~ e  to begin. 

T h e r e  may be higher ends than liberty and rights outside the strictly 
noiitical s ~ h e r e .  

''The aichy/anarchy debate of recent times comes closest to this kind of 
discussion but is rather unhelpful. The anarchists, of course, argue for no 
government, but when the archists argue for government they never specify 
what that  government should lmk like nor how government is supposed to 
go about fulfilling its functions. 

I am speaking of pojiticai science in the old sense, i.e., a science concerned 
with principled arwments about what the relationship between the govern- 
ment and the people should look like. 

4 ~ e  shall be ignoring compietely the complex question of how to interpret 
the debate of the Founding Fathers. For a good discussion of the various 
positions, c.f., Jack P. Green, The R e i n t e ~ e t a t i o n  of the A m e ~ c a n  Revolu- 
lim 1763-1789, Harper and Row paper, pp. 2-45. 

5I owe my interpretation and generally most of my knowledge about the 
debates to  Professor Herbert Storing of the Department of Political Science 
at the  Univeristy of Chicago. The following should not, however, be neces- 
sarily regarded as Storing's view of the proceedings. 

6 Max Farrand, The Records o f  the FedemE Ccpnvention of Ilr89, Yale 
University Press, paper, 1968, Voi. I., May 31. All notes unless otherwise 
stated will refer to Farand" sedition and wiU state the volume and the date 
and shall refer to  Madison's notes. 

7C.f,, Paul Kidelberg, The Phikosophy of the American Cmstitution, Free 
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Press 1968, p. 60. 
"401. I: May 31. 
"2, f . ,  Eidelberg, OF. dt., p, 6. 

"Val. I, May 31. 
''Eideiberg, op. i7;t., p. 79, 
( 2 ~ h i s  does not mean that Madison would reject the means just mentioned 

hut only tha t  they are not the only means. 
1 3 ~  .g,, c . f . ,  Voi. it June 6. Madison's posi"iion. Also note the i~pl icat ions of 

Dickensonk view of the same day, 
' j ~ o r  a discusssion of marry of the aspects of the debate over the executive 

see Vol. 11, July 17-21, 
'5C,f., .fiderdisi; $apers #TO for a discussion of unity in the executive. 
16Vo1. July 19, 
17@.f., Eideiberg, op. ekt., Gh. 9 for a superb discussion of the quite remark- 

able character of the electoral college. 
IsCf., the debates of June 6 (Vol. I) and July 21 (Val. 11). 
'"01. II, July 21. 
2 c i ~ , < >  

6 "1, 111 July 2%. I t8ke the essential position of Strong, Martin and Gerry 
on this matter to be a telling objection against the n~slrket anarchists who 
wan: the maintenance of iaw and the protection of rights, but also place the 
legislative, e x a c ~ t i v e ~  and judicizil functions aU in the courts. 

aTC.f., June 5, June 15, JTo!, I; and July 26, VOI, 11. 
22Eidelberg, 5p. dl., Gk, lo ,  pp. 202-246. 
W n e  main purpose of Eidelberg's discussion was to  argue that the found- 

ers really did isstend some form of judicial review. We s h d  not, however, be 
concerned with that issue here, 

2d~bde!beyg i.1 this con9"e&ionn 1 think aig&tiy, against the Jeffer- 
sonian view that every so often the law should be more or iess completely 
revised, Eidelberg p i n t s  out that s ~ c h  a policy encourages disrespect for the 
law (a shan@og law can hardly he regarded as f~ndamenlal) and invites the 
rule of passion or whim (since each changes invokes the desire to mold the 
new law to one's own vision of how society should he). 

2 5 ~ o r  exampleF the Court may want to apply some notion of property rights 
to gowds normally considered free, e.g., air and wder .  
"There is also not as much coherence on the FederaXist side as the Federa!- 
isl Papers might Lead one to believe. 
2 7 ~ ~ i s  does nut mean, however, that certain kinds of men wa not be at- 

tracted or proms"ted by certain branches of the government. This will indeed 
be the case, but Madison did not want to be limited to the padicular hterests  
or socia! orrtlmk of any g o u p  of men d any specific time. 
28E.g., c.f., VOI. 11, Aug. 7'. 
'%t was generally believed at  this time that the best protection of property 

rights was the maintenance of freehold suffrage. However, Hamston seems 
to suggest that freeholders can adequately be replaced by mereharats who 
will be concerned with the anahtenance of a healthy eonrn~ercia) society 
~ h i c h  will benefit all. 
30CeceIia. M. Kenyon, 2% Antqederdsks, Bobbs-Meran1 Go. 1966, Second 

printing, "The Letters of 'Centinel' ", p. 11. 
31 Kenyon, ibid., Richard Henry Lee, ""Letters from the Pederd Farmer", 

p. 214. 
32 E.g., c.f., Kenyon, iM., "Debates in the Vi-ginia Convention. 




